ABSTRACT
In previous work, researchers in Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) have demonstrated that user trust in robots depends on effective and transparent communication. This may be particularly true for robots used for transportation, due to user reliance on such robots for physical movement and safety. In this paper, we present the design of an experiment examining the importance of proactive communication by robotic wheelchairs, as compared to non-vehicular mobile robots, within a Virtual Reality (VR) environment. Furthermore, we describe the specific advantages – and limitations – of conducting this type of HRI experiment in VR.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Over the past two decades, there has been a significant amount of research into developing autonomous robotic wheelchairs [16] to assist the growing elderly and disabled population [38]. Because many wheelchair users have difficulty using a traditional wheelchair joystick, many researchers have been investigating natural language capable robotic wheelchairs capable of flexibly executing high-level natural language directives given by users [59]. Accordingly, much of this research has focused on how language-capable robotic wheelchairs can understand and execute users’ directives [58]. In contrast, however, little attention has been paid to how language-capable robotic wheelchairs should speak to their users.

We argue that human-robot dialogue with language capable robotic wheelchairs is subject to a fundamentally different set of requirements than dialogue with other types of mobile and social robots:

Wheelchairs are vehicles: Robotic wheelchairs, as vehicles, are (we believe) more likely to be viewed as tools designed to provide a specific functionality than as agents with whom the user can develop a social connection. This stance is likely to be reinforced by wheelchairs’ embodiment, which forces users to view their environment from the same perspective as their wheelchair at all times rather than facing each other [cp. 25]). As such, robotic wheelchairs may need to expect to be communicated with primarily using well-specified goal-driven language, as opposed to free-form social conversation. Similarly, this lack of perceived agency may lead to requirements for how often and verbosely the wheelchair communicates with its users of its own initiative.

Wheelchairs are constant companions: Unlike other robot platforms, vehicular or otherwise, wheelchairs are unique in that they are in constant use and physical contact with their users and typically answer only to their immediate user and not other agents in the environment. As such, robotic wheelchairs that do exhibit socially agentic behaviors may stand to develop (or need to develop) significantly closer relationships with their users than would other types of robots.

Paired Autonomy: Unlike when interacting with other mobile robots, when using a robotic wheelchair, the user surrenders their own physical autonomy to the robot, resulting in a system of paired autonomy, where the user’s actions directly impact the wheelchair, and the wheelchair’s actions directly impact the user.

These factors create a complex dynamic in which constant co-location and paired autonomy may override the traditionally asocial nature of autonomous vehicles, resulting in increased need for establishment of trust and rapport between wheelchairs and their users. We expect that these dynamics will lead to unique communication requirements for robotic wheelchairs, in which they will need to take more trust-building communicative actions, such as checking in frequently and regularly [10] or sharing information and explaining unexpected actions proactively [52].

In our current research, we are specifically investigating the unique requirements language capable robotic wheelchairs may
face with respect to proactive communication. As an illustrative example, consider the following two scenarios:

**The Handcart**
Alice is following her language-capable robotic handcart along a path they’ve travelled many times. Every previous time traveling this route, her handcart has driven straight down a long hallway without taking any turns. This time, however, the robot abruptly and unexpectedly turns, veering down a hallway they’ve never been down before.

Here, the only difference between the two scenarios is whether Alice is following or riding in the mobile robot in question. And yet, we argue that Alice’s response should be radically different in the two scenarios. In “The Handcart”, we would expect Alice to be surprised and curious when her handcart turns down an unfamiliar hallway unexpectedly. On the other hand, in “The Wheelchair”, we would expect Alice to be frightened and anxious, because her own autonomy and well being are being put at risk.

In both of these cases, Alice’s emotional response could have been allayed if the robot had generated, in the period proceeding its unexpected turn, a proactive response, e.g. “just to let you know, I’ve been informed that the hallway on our normal route is inaccessible, so I need to make a detour down a hallway on the left up ahead.” Because the negative consequences of taking this turn unannounced are expected to be so much more negative in the case of the wheelchair than the handcart (i.e., fear and anxiety versus surprise and curiosity), we thus believe it will be much more important and impactful for robotic wheelchairs to generate these sorts of explanations than it will be for traditional non-vehicular mobile robots.

If this hypothesis is experimentally supported, it would represent a key insight to inform the dialogue policies of robotic wheelchairs. Moreover, we might expect this finding to carry over to inform the design of other types of autonomous vehicles, such as autonomous cars. Unfortunately, assessing this hypothesis is difficult in a traditional experimental context, for several reasons: (1) no autonomous robotic wheelchairs currently exist on the market, and the construction of an autonomous language-capable autonomous wheelchair is a significant engineering challenge. (2) Autonomous vehicles, including wheelchairs, are incredibly dangerous, being able to move at high speeds and cause significant damage to both walls and people. This is also obviously the case for other types of autonomous vehicles as well, such as autonomous cars, which is why other research groups have sought to investigate trust in autonomous vehicles within very limited carefully controlled contexts such as autonomous parking [51]. (3) Testing this hypothesis in a controlled real-world environment would require maintaining full control over a network of hallways, preventing any of the building’s occupants from entering those hallways, and the ability to artificially orchestrate realistic excuses for detours such as blockades and spills.

We argue that these challenges can be addressed by moving experiments into Virtual Reality environments: VR enables presentation of environments that are carefully controllable and manipulable, and in which users can be placed into situations in which they can be led to feel nervous or anxious despite being placed at no actual risk [32]. Accordingly, in this paper we present the design of a human-robot interaction experiment conducted in Virtual Reality in which we explore the benefits of proactive communication for participants who are either seated in a robotic wheelchair or who are working alongside a non-vehicular mobile robot. We address in particular the decisions made in designing this experiment and VR environment, and the strengths and limitations of this approach.

### 2 PREVIOUS WORK

#### 2.1 Trust in Machines, Robots and Vehicles

Trust plays an important role in facilitating task success for both human-human and human-machine teams, especially in time critical contexts [4]. As shown by Robinette et al. [44], poor decisions made by autonomous systems significantly lowers human trust, and mistakes must be promptly addressed and corrected to repair trust [43]. As such, there has been significant research seeking to quantify or estimate human-robot trust [5, 17, 26, 40, 46, 47, 54].

These efforts have revealed the wide variety of types of trust that can be developed between humans and robots. In recent work, Ullman and Malle [54] have argued for a multi-dimensional measure of trust with two broad components: reliability/capability, and ethicality/sincerity. The first dimension, reliability/capability, aligns instead with insights from the more general human-machine teaming literature that emphasizes machine predictability [34]. The second dimension, ethicality/sincerity, aligns instead with insights from the interpersonal trust literature [22]. This dichotomy also echoes recent efforts to bring together philosophical and psychological definitions of trust by scholars such as Danks [11], who differentiates between behavioral trust (grounded in predictability) and understanding trust (grounded in beliefs of suitable dispositions). Ultimately, we believe that interpersonal, ethical/sincerity-based trust, and understanding trust are all more likely to be of importance and more likely to be developed for robots with greater perceived social agency [24, 53] and for robots that more frequently prompt interactants to take the intentional stance [12].

In this paper, we focus specifically on requirements for trust between humans and language-capable intelligent wheelchairs, and how these differ from requirements for trust between humans and non-vehicular mobile robots. Trust in autonomous vehicles in particular has also been an area of significant recent study [9, 13, 15, 51], as autonomous vehicle companies attempt to convince consumers and investors of the promise of the technology in the wake of high-profile Tesla accidents. Autonomous wheelchairs,
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1The last author can attest to this based on his own experiences in graduate school.

2The last author can also attest to this based on his experiences in graduate school.
unlike traditional autonomous vehicles, stand to be much closer to constant companions than mere vehicles, and this is especially true for future language-capable robotic wheelchairs. But while there has been some work on developing language-capable robotic wheelchairs with high level cognitive capabilities [58], the vast majority of language-capable wheelchairs only respond to low-level metric commands such as “go forward”, “turn left”, and “stop” [59]. As such, we believe that most robotic wheelchairs will ultimately be perceived more as vehicles or machines than as intentional agents, and as such, reliability/capability trust will be more relevant to examine in this work.

2.2 Proactive and Reactive Explanations

Foundational work in human factors has clearly demonstrated the importance of transparency for human-machine trust [30, 31]: appropriate trust necessitates understanding of past performance history, current process, and purpose towards future action [7]. However, it is also well understood that transparency can come at a cost of increased operator workload [21]. And to make this calculus more complex, the relationship between transparency and trust is nonlinear: when a system is trustworthy, transparency can of course lead to increased trust, but when a system is already highly trusted – especially when that high level of trust is not warranted – transparency can instead decrease trust [1]. These factors conspire to create a difficult engineering challenge in which transparency must be carefully employed to jointly optimize trust and workload.

One of the most effective ways that interactive robots can carefully and intentionally manage transparency is by selectively generating and tailoring the content of natural language explanations [56]. For example, while humans may distrust a robot that makes mistakes, giving an explanation regarding why the robot might make such mistakes can help to increase trust to an appropriate level [14].

Most previous work on robot explanation generation, including work in autonomous vehicles, has focused on explanations generated on demand for actions already executed; what we refer to as reactive explanations. In contrast, recent work by Koo et al. [27] focuses on proactive explanations generated before actions are taken, especially when actions are expected to be surprising or alarming, and analyzes the effects that different kinds of explanations can have on human-vehicle trust. However, this previous work has not explored the difference in importance of proactive communicative actions between autonomous vehicles and non-vehicular mobile robots. And moreover, to the best of our knowledge, there has been no previous exploration of the importance of proactive communication for robotic wheelchairs specifically, which as we have described occupy a unique niche within the landscape of interactive robots.

2.3 VR for Human-Robot Interaction

Researchers have been recently investigating several different uses for VR technologies to facilitate HRI research [60, 61]. Most relevant are approaches that use VR as a testbed for exploring interactions with vehicular robots, both robotic wheelchairs specifically [55] as well as traditional autonomous vehicles [18, 45, 48, 49]. Also relevant are approaches using VR to study interaction with other sorts of dangerous robots, such as robots in meat-packing plants [19].

There have also been approaches using VR for other purposes, e.g. providing training environments for robots [23, 50, 57], visualizing robots in large-scale maritime or aerial environments [20, 29, 36], and providing immersive teleoperation interfaces [2, 3, 6, 37, 41, 62].

2.4 VR Design Considerations

A key difference between robotic wheelchairs and non-vehicular mobile robots in virtual reality is user motion control, as users accompanying non-vehicular mobile robots in virtual environments need some way to propel themselves through the environment. Previous studies have investigated a variety of movement forms in virtual reality, taking into account factors including realism, possibility to act, quality of the interface, possibility to examine the environment, and self-evaluation of performance [39]. Users accompanying non-vehicular mobile robots must be able to freely move around a virtual reality environment, with minimized potential for motion-sickness and maximized potential for immersion. There are several possible options for satisfying these criteria:

**Manual translation** requires the participant to use a controller and physical buttons to move throughout a scene. This movement system typically emulates those utilized in non-virtual reality video games. Due to the lack of physical movement paired with the digital translation of the participant, manual translation detracts from the immersion of a virtual reality simulation. Motion-sickness is caused by dissonance between a user’s mental understanding of how they are moving and the reality of their movement; in other words, manual translation does little to pair physical actions with digital movement, resulting in a greater potential for motion sickness [8].

**Teleportation** requires the participant to use an HTC Vive controller to point to a location, after which they are immediately moved to that target location. Teleportation is a more commonly-used locomotion mechanism in virtual reality simulations, using a point-and-click mechanism to move the user. While studies have shown that teleportation reduces the potential for motion sickness and requires little physical demand [33], this method has low capacity for immersion; using teleportation to follow a robot allows users to move extremely rapidly, which not only fails to accurately emulate the experience of walking behind a robot, but also may lead to reduced spatial awareness [35] and situational awareness [28].

**ArmSwinger movement** requires the participant to swing two HTC Vive controllers back and forth in a motion similar to that of walking. ArmSwinger was designed for the purpose of pairing a physical movement with movement in VR. Each ‘swing’ of the arm constitutes one stride forward in the simulation, with the speed and distance governed by the speed and distance of the swing. The participant moves forward in the direction that their whole body is facing. This means that the participant must be more physically present in order to move, fully turning their body and swinging their arms to move around the scene, as opposed to the relatively passive movement styles of manual translation and teleportation. As such, ArmSwinger offers a movement method that
maintains a relatively high level of immersion, while moderately reducing the potential for motion sickness by utilizing physical movement to function [39].

3 METHOD

3.1 Hypotheses

In this experiment, we are particularly interested in the Reliability and Capability dimensions of human-robot trust rather than Ethicality and Sincerity dimensions (cf. [54]). Accordingly, we constructed the following hypotheses:

H1a Participants will perceive the robot as more reliable if it offers proactive explanations for its actions...
H1b ...and any drop in perceived reliability after failure to proactively explain a decision will be greater for wheelchairs than for non-vehicular mobile robots.
H2a Participants will perceive the robot as more capable if it offers proactive explanations for its actions...
H2b ...and any drop in perceived capability after failure to proactively explain a decision will be greater for wheelchairs than for non-vehicular mobile robots.
H3a Participants will perceive the robot as more trustworthy across both of the above dimensions if it offers proactive explanations for its actions...
H3b ...and any drop in perceived trustworthiness after failure to proactively explain a decision will be greater for wheelchairs than for non-vehicular mobile robots.
H4 For robotic wheelchairs specifically, participants will perceive the robot more positively in terms of usability if it offers proactive explanations for its actions.

3.2 Measures

To assess H1 and H2 we used a subset of items from Ullman and Malle [54]’s Reliability and Capability trust scales [Forthcoming] (with reliability items used to assess H1, capability items used to assess H2, and all items in aggregate used to assess H3). In addition, two additional trust-related survey items were used to differentiate between predictability-based and understanding-based trust [11]. Finally, to assess H4, we used two simple wheelchair-oriented usability questions. All survey items were delivered as Likert items on a scale from 1 to 5 (1 = disagree, 5 = agree) with participants asked to answer the questions verbally at set points during the experiment, as described below. All survey items are listed in the Appendix.

3.3 Experimental Design

Our study uses a between-subjects Wizard-of-Oz design [42] in which participants interacted with one of two types of robots, which communicated using one of two communication styles.

The two communication styles were reactive and proactive:

Reactive Condition: In the reactive condition, the robot would only generate an explanation for a behavior if explicitly asked for by the participant.
Proactive Condition: In the proactive condition, the robot generated explanations for upcoming actions likely to be surprising approximately 3-4 seconds before execution.

The two virtual robots used were a robotic wheelchair (Fig. 1a) and a non-vehicular mobile robot (Fig. 1b).

Wheelchair Condition: In the wheelchair condition, the participant’s point of view is as though they were seated in a wheelchair. The participant is able to look around by moving their head, but is unable to directly control the movement of the wheelchair. Instead, the participant can only move themselves by issuing voice commands to the wheelchair, telling it where to go.

Non-vehicular mobile robot Condition: In the non-vehicular mobile robot condition, the participant works alongside a mobile robot. While the user must still use voice commands to tell this mobile robot where to go, their own position is not tied to that of the robot, and they are instead able to travel freely using ArmSwinger locomotion.

3.4 VR Design

The VR environment was designed as a two-player game using the Unity game engine. The first player, the participant, was seated at a desktop computer in a large experiment room, and fitted with an HTC Vive head-mounted display (HMD) and two HTC Vive hand controllers. The second player, the Wizard, was, unbeknownst to participants, seated in an adjacent Wizard Control room, at another desktop computer, where they could control the robot’s movements through the Unity game interface on that desktop. User audio was recorded through the Vive headset and streamed to the Wizard using Zoom, which was then also used to record audio and video of the participant’s session.

3.5 Environment Design

A diagram depicting the VR environment is shown in Fig. 2. The environment consisted of three main areas: a front desk, and two sets of offices (1A-1E and 2A-2E), with the first set of offices accessible either through a direct route (which runs past the second set of offices) or an indirect, roundabout route (which does not).

3.6 Task Design

Our experiment requires participants to execute a series of delivery tasks in a VR environment. In this task, participants start at the front desk, and are given (through a pop-up window) a target office...
to which a document needs to be delivered. Participants then need to command the robot to travel to that location using a command like “Go to room 1B”. Upon receiving this command, the robot travels to this room. In the non-vehicular mobile robot condition, the participant must manually move to follow the robot as it makes its way to this location. Upon arriving at the target room, the user is again given (through a pop-up window) an office to which a new report must be delivered, and they must again give a command, like “Go to room 2C”. Upon arriving at the target room, the user is instructed to return to the front desk for a new assignment.

This sequence is repeated three times. During the first two sequences, the robot travels according to the direct route, indicated using the red and blue lines in Fig. 2. On the third sequence, the robot instead takes the detour depicted using the orange line in Fig. 2. The explanation for this detour, given reactively or proactively according to condition, is that there was a “water spill” on the original path (in the hallway junction between 1B and 1C) that prevented the normal route from being taken. This water spill was visualized on the ground at this location so that if participants in the non-vehicular mobile robot condition went to investigate the spill, they would observe it for themselves. This detour served as a “trust reducer” similar to those employed in [48]’s work on human-vehicle trust in VR.

The first nine (trust-related) survey items described in Sec. 3.2 and listed in the Appendix were administered each time the participant returned to the front desk (i.e., after each of the three delivery sequences). This allowed us to establish both baseline levels of trust in the robot, as well as the level of trust after the detour was taken, to allow us to assess our hypotheses. The additional usability questions were also administered on the last of these three surveys.  

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have described how VR technologies can be used to examine interactions with autonomous vehicles such as robotic wheelchairs, and presented the design of a human-subject experiment intended to assess how communication policies may need to differ between robotic wheelchairs and non-vehicular mobile robots, in order to maintain human-robot trust.

Our use of VR for this study presents a number of advantages. VR makes for a convenient method for setting up experiments due to increased experimental control and decreased hardware costs. Moreover, VR allows for investigation of high-risk contexts that could not otherwise be investigated due to risk of bodily harm. This being said, questions may of course be raised as to how closely findings from studies such as that which we have proposed will carry over into reality, especially in environments such as that used in our experiment, which are not photorealistic and thus not highly immersive. Moreover, the use of VR environments does of course present other physical risks, including motion sickness for some participants.

Upon completion of this experiment, our next step will be to analyze our collected data in order to assess our hypotheses. In future work, we also hope to investigate how interaction design requirements for robotic wheelchairs will change along with human perceptions thereof; i.e., we are interested in determining how robotic wheelchairs should frame their explanations, and the importance of those explanations for human-robot trust, depending on whether they are perceived as more socially agentic, viewed more frequently from the intentional stance, and considered more as companions than as vehicles.
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APPENDIX: SURVEY QUESTIONS

(1) Reliability:
- The robot is reliable.
- The robot is predictable.
- The robot can be counted on.
- The robot is consistent.

(2) Capability:
- The robot is capable.
- The robot is skilled.
- The robot is competent.

(3) Additional Trust Items:
- I can predict what the robot will do when I give it a command.
- I understand why the robot is doing what it is doing.

(4) Usability:
- I would like to work with the robot again
- I would choose this wheelchair over a manually driven one